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									Innovative. Technology. Solutions. Delivering Global Expertise with Midwestern Values

Drive business innovation through transformation with our certified team of technical specialists.

																			
																							
													
														Explore Managed Technology Solutions 
													

												

																							
													
														Read Our Success Stories 
													

												

																					

																	

															

																						

			
	
		

		

	





		
		    		    	
		    				    			
		        			IBM Products and Services

Benefit from our over 35 years of experience as a Certified IBM Premier Partner focusing on the ecosystem of IBM Ohio products.

		        					        				
		        					Explore More 
		        				

		        					        		

		        			        

		    		    	
		    				    			
		        			Application Development

Whether supporting critical legacy iSeries programs or developing new web responsive applications, take advantage of our customer-focused approach to software development, analytics, and reporting.

		        					        				
		        					Leverage MAPSYS
		        				

		        					        		

		        			        

		    		    	
		    				    			
		        			Cloud Solutions

Developing strategies that optimize your investment in cloud solutions and services, including hybrid cloud.

		        					        				
		        					Find Out More
		        				

		        					        		

		        			        

		    		    	
		    				    			
		        			Managed Support Services

As your information technology company in Columbus, we are bridging the gap between your technology and resources; we design custom-managed support services solutions for your infrastructure, applications, systems, and support.

information technology company
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		        			IT Staffing and Recruiting

Staff Augmentation made easy. Let us connect you with the key technical resources to deliver your business initiatives.
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				What Our Customers Have to Say

			

							
			    			    	
			    					    			
			        			“These guys are First Class. Thank you!”

Michael J. Solazzo, Director of National Sales

Capital Drug

			        						        				
			        					Capital Drug Case Study
			        				

			        						        		

			        				        

			    			    	
			    					    			
			        			“You basically saved us from a huge crisis of people not being able to log into the system. This is why we choose MAPSYS year after year!”

Neal Gallucci, CFCE – Information Technology Consultant

Ohio Public Defender

			        						        				
			        					OPD Success Story
			        				

			        						        		

			        				        

			    			    	
			    					    			
			        			“They just ‘get’ how we do business, and we’re looking forward to additional projects with them in the future.”

James Fain, MIS Director

Franklin County Public Defender

			        						        				
			        					Franklin County Public Defender Case Study
			        				

			        						        		

			        				        

			    			

			

	


		    	    								
			
											
							Embrace the New Era of Cyber Resilience with IBM and MAPSYS!

In a post-pandemic world, cyber threats are evolving, and it’s essential to adapt. Join our webinar on October 25th, 2023, at 9:30 AM EDT, and learn from MAPSYS’s very own, DJ Singley along with IBM on how IBM is redefining resiliency for businesses of all sizes. Explore real-world case studies and find out why IBM FlashSystem is the top choice for data protection and recovery. Register today to secure your spot!

															Register Now								
													

								

			

			
		    				    				   				   	
		    		
		    					    			
			    				    		
			    						    								    				
						    			
						    				Who We Are

MAPSYS is a Managed IT Services in Columbus Ohio that delivers global expertise with a hometown feel from our headquarters in Columbus, Ohio. For over 37 years, we have built our success on valuing client and partner relationships, the diverse range of skills and expertise of our staff, and our commitment to using our wealth of experience to make a difference. From our origins in IBM iSeries infrastructure and application development, we have branched out to practices in:

	Infrastructure Optimization
	Application Development
	IT Staffing & Recruiting
	Cloud Solutions
	Systems Engineering
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								Experience MORE with MAPSYS

							

								    			
							
								
					    								    				
					    					A New Ransomware Attack Occurs Every 11 Seconds		    										
Customized Managed Support Services that work for YOU		    										
Power10: The Next Generation of IBM Power 		    										
Your Solution for Software		    										
Dynamic Staff Augmentation & Resource Management 		    										


		    							

    								    							

    						

			    		
			    			    							
    								    										
    											
    												
    													A New Ransomware Attack Occurs Every 11 Seconds

MAPSYS leverages SentinelOne, coupled with 24x7x365 SOC monitoring and incident remediation services, to provide a fully customizable and comprehensive security offering, which proactively mitigates exposure, stops active threats, and accelerates incident response. 

    												

    											

    											    												
    											    										

    									    										
    											
    												
    													Customized Managed Support Services that work for YOU

Whether bridging a technology skills gap or reducing your capital expenditures, MAPSYS offers Managed Services solutions for Infrastructure, Applications, Security, and Support. 

    												

    											

    											    												
    											    										

    									    										
    											
    												
    													Power10: The Next Generation of IBM Power 

Harness the power of MAPSYS and the IBM Power10, built for the hybrid-cloud, built for now.

    												

    											

    											    												
    											    										

    									    										
    											
    												
    													Your Solution for Software

MAPSYS provides licensing, implementation, and support for industry leading software related to virtualization, backup and recovery, disaster recovery, hybrid cloud, and digital transformation.

    												

    											

    											    												
    											    										

    									    										
    											
    												
    													Dynamic Staff Augmentation & Resource Management

2022 is shaping up to be one of the most dynamic job markets in some time. MAPSYS offers part-time, full-time, internal, external, onshore and even offshore resource solutions tailored to fit your business.
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						    				Our Partners

MAPSYS counts leading technology companies among our Channel Partners, giving our customers access to top solutions for solving business problems and meeting your strategic goals.
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							Innovative Technology Solutions from MAPSYS, aimed at meeting the challenges of your business to enable your team to be more effective

From custom applications to managed infrastructure support, IT staffing resources to software solutions, MAPSYS aims to make a difference across your entire business enterprise.

															Discuss a Custom Solution 								
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						    				“Best Company Ever. Superb technology services.” 

– W H
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920 Michigan Ave,
 Columbus, OH 43215
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